Maine Seal of Biliteracy

Many Voices, One ME
#bilingualjourney

Prior to May 15 of Senior Year:
Submit application and documentation to the Department of Education

Senior Year Ahead

High School

Earn Intermediate-Mid proficiency equivalent in all test domains for Primary/Home Language*

Develop proficiency in Primary/Home Language

Primary/Home Language other than English

Develop English Proficiency

Primary/Home Language English

Achieve one of the following:
- Meet English Language Arts (ELA) standards required for graduation
  - 480+ for ELA on SAT
  - 3+ on AP English Language or Literature exam
  - 4.5+ on ACCESS test

Earn Intermediate-Mid proficiency equivalent in all test domains for additional language

Develop proficiency in an additional language

High School

*If students have not had an opportunity to become literate in their primary/home language, they may request an exemption when applying